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This article looks at the construction and evolution of Latin America’s first ‘‘welfare
state’’ through the lens of social assistance.What one sees in Uruguay during these years
is a modernization of paternalism, whereby the state assumed some of the roles previ-
ously played by the elite and, to a lesser extent, the Catholic Church, protecting and
assisting society’s ‘‘weak’’ without fundamentally challenging or altering class or gen-
der inequalities or hierarchies. The article focuses on the Asociación La Bonne Garde,
a state-subsidized, ostensibly private organization that housed pregnant juveniles and
placed them as domestic servants in the homes of the more well-to-do. Exploring the
relationships between the elite women who ran this organization, their poor juvenile
wards, and state bureaucrats and other reformers illustrates the establishment and evo-
lution of this state-sponsored paternalism as well as the ways in which the young female
wards attempted to manipulate this system to their own ends.

In August 1919, police in the Uruguayan interior town of Durazno sent a

letter to juvenile court officials in Montevideo requesting assistance with

M. A., a 16-year-old pregnant servant in their custody. The young woman’s

employers, who had been her guardians since she was two years old, turned

M. A. over to state officials after her pregnancy was discovered. Describing

her as ‘‘bitter, quarrelsome, moody and disrespectful to those who have pro-

vided her with everything she needed,’’ M. A.’s employer-guardians viewed

her pregnancy as the ultimate demonstration of ingratitude and disrespect

(CPDM 1919, folder 571:1). From the Durazno police, jurisdiction over
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M. A. was transferred to the Council for the Protection of Delinquents and

Minors inMontevideo, a public agency, which then sent her first to a church-

run orphanage and subsequently to a state-sponsored home run by elite

women.

Much of this scenario was nothing new within the history of the often

tense and conflictual relationships between masters and servants, poor and

affluent, in Latin America. It was not unusual for more well-to-do families

to adopt young servant girls, nor was it unusual for conflicts to arise in these

relationships, especially as that servant approached adulthood (Arrom 1985;

Graham 1988; see also Young 1987; Gill 1990: 121–23).What is different here

is that by the late 1910s, the state had inserted itself into these conflicts and

was taking custody of these young women, often at their employer-guardians’

requests. Exploring this complicatedweb of relationships between dependent

servants, their patron-employers, women’s beneficent associations, and state

agencies yields an informative dialogue on the complexities of Uruguayan

state formation during the first third of the twentieth century. As a ‘‘model

country’’ of precocious social and political reform in the region, the Uru-

guayan case is important for our understanding of state formation in Latin

America.Themodern state that emerged in Uruguay during the first decades

of the twentieth century is known as the estado batllista, named for two-time
president José Batlle y Ordóñez (1903–7 and 1911–15), who led the ruling

Colorado Party until his death in 1929. Under Batlle’s leadership, Uruguay

became the first nation in Latin America to legislate the eight-hour day and

guarantee health care to the poor, as it also became the home of a social secu-

rity system that served as a model for the rest of the continent.The sweeping

nature of reforms and the fact that most were implemented before the end

of World War I makes this case key to understanding welfare states in the

Americas.

During the 1910s and 1920s, reformers in the Uruguayan National Pub-

lic Assistance—the main state body overseeing social welfare—sought to

professionalize and centralize social assistance provision, yet found that the

resources of the state and the nature of Uruguayan social structure placed

important checks on the realization of those ideals. Other affected actors

responded to the presence of these new state structures in various ways. Elite

women and nuns tried to negotiate the emerging public assistance bureau-

cracy to benefit from state resources while retaining their traditional roles as

charity dispensers in Uruguayan society. At the same time, both guardian-
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employers and servants found themselves with new potential avenues for

negotiating paternalistic relationships. Most obviously, patrons had a new

way to divest themselves of responsibility to their charges while still pre-

serving a sense of honor, a vital component of status and identity. Yet young

servant women, too, acquired limited means to gain leverage in negotiating

relationships with their patron-employers. Placing theNational Public Assis-

tance, its affiliated ‘‘ladies’ committees,’’ and its juvenile wards at the center

of analysis is a good vantage point from which to examine Uruguayan state

formation during the so-called época batllista. Additionally, I argue that the
changes that took place during this era are best understood as a moderniza-

tion of paternalism, a concept which will be elaborated below.

Information on M. A. and other individual juveniles comes from the

archives of the Consejo Patronato de Delincuentes y Menores (Council for

the Protection of Delinquents and Minors, abbreviated here as CPDM),

housed in the National Archives in Montevideo, Uruguay. I have collected a

small sample of 19 case files from 1916, 1919, 1923, and 1927, indicating the

year a case file was opened, where a juvenile spent some time in the Bonne

Garde, a semiprivate elite-run institution housing pregnant women and new

mothers. The small sample does not allow for any quantitative analysis of

the data, but a qualitative analysis of the cases and identification of certain

patterns is possible. These files, combined with other source materials, pro-

vide important insights into the workings and evolution of the Uruguayan

state’s treatment of its female juvenile wards from the 1910s to the early 1930s

and thereby teaches us much about paternalism and state formation in Latin

America’s first welfare state.

Gender, Paternalism, and the Welfare State

Much of the now substantial bodyof literature on gender and thewelfare state

has engaged the debate over historical relationships between public and pri-

vate patriarchy, capitalism, and the modern state. Some earlier literature cen-

tered on issues of private, family-based patriarchy versus state-based patri-

archy and the question of whether the welfare state (especially in the United

States) historically has acted to reinforce patriarchal control over women or,

instead, has offered women a means to free themselves from the oppres-

sion of the traditional family and dependence on an individual man (see, for

example, Brown 1981; Boris and Bardaglio 1983; Abramowitz 1988; Gordon
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1990). More recent scholarship has added needed nuance to these questions

by pointing out that most welfare states were complicated and contingent

affairs, often cobbled together with limited resources and profoundly shaped

by local political, historical, and social factors.This literature also has demon-

strated that the impact of state policies on women and gender relations could

vary significantly by class, ethnicity, or region (Goldberg and Kremen 1990;

Mink 1995; Orloff 1996; O’Connor et al. 1999; Roberts 2001). Among other

points, these scholars insist on historicizing what we mean by patriarchy or

male dominance. As Ann Orloff (1996: 56) has written, ‘‘male dominance is

not necessarily reproduced; indeed, it is often transformed.’’

Moreover, a focus on ‘‘policy regimes,’’ ‘‘gender regimes,’’ and ‘‘social-

regulation paradigms’’ questions any strict division between state and society

and expands the boundaries of the state and policy to encompass a broader

cultural and discursive construct (Steinmetz 1993; O’Connor et al. 1999;

Adams and Padamsee 2001).This allows us to understand better the roles of

nonstate and parastatal actors, including those entirely in the private sphere

and those subsidized or overseen by state agencies, in policy formulation and

implementation as well as the many constraints and legacies that may act to

shape social policy. It is only by conceiving of social policy as contingent and

contested, and blurring the lines between state and civil society, that we can

begin to understand the complex structure of social assistance in Uruguay

from the 1910s to the 1930s.

Batllista social policy and its evolution over time is best viewed as a mod-

ernization of paternalism, a paradigm that allows us to engage in a broad

analysis of power and inequality during this era. Gerda Lerner (1986: 239)

defines paternalism as ‘‘the relationship of a dominant group—considered

superior—to a subordinate group—considered inferior—in which the domi-

nance is mitigated by mutual obligations and reciprocal rights.’’ This con-

ceptualization is echoed in Sandra Lauderdale Graham’s (1988) study of

masters and servants in nineteenth-century Brazil, in which she describes

paternalistic relationships based on unequal interactions of ‘‘protection and

obedience,’’ relations not limited to master/servant interaction but diffused

throughout Brazilian society (see also Socolow 2000: 7). Paternalism, in other

words, captures the idea of a stratified society constructed around the idea, if

not always the reality, of interlocking hierarchical relationships and mutual

obligation. Here I use the term patriarchy to refer specifically to inequalities
and hierarchies of gender (Besse 1996; Vaughan 2000). Lastly, we should not
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conceive of paternalism as synonymous with benevolence. As Graham (1988:

4) has stated, violence, or the threat of violence, was always an integral part

of paternalistic relationships.

While the concept of paternalism has unequal gender relations (patri-

archy) as its central core, it is more flexible in encompassing stratified

relationships based on class, ethnicity, gender, or other factors, alone or in

combination. This allows us to better comprehend interactions between

guardian-employers, elite women and nuns, mostly male state reformers, and

poor female juveniles.The claim of M. A.’s employer-guardians that she was

‘‘disrespectful to those who have provided her with everything she needed’’

is a precisely worded accusation of violating a paternalistic pact, used to con-

vince state officials to assume guardianship.

Batllismo and the Politics of Compensation

Understanding the structures and evolution of Batllista state building re-

quires us to examine the rather distinctive historical trajectory of Uruguayan

development. How did such an early welfare state emerge in a society that

as recently as a decade earlier had been characterized by an extremely weak

central state and destabilizing civil wars? Several scholars see a logical con-

nection between these two historical phases and have looked to the region’s

‘‘weak colonial legacy’’ and prolonged postcolonial civil wars to explain what

was both a belated and a precocious process of modernizing state formation

(Collier and Collier 1991; López-Alves 1993, 2000; Panizza 1997). Francisco

Panizza (1997), for example, characterized Uruguay’s particular historical

trajectory as resulting from a combination of ‘‘late institutionalization’’ and

‘‘early modernization,’’ arguing that the very weakness of state institutions

(such as administrative infrastructures and bureaucracies, police and armed

forces) and the social and economic elite in the nineteenth century facilitated

an ambitious state-building project in the twentieth. On the fringes of the

Spanish Empire, colonial institutions of both church and state never estab-

lished more than a tenuous hold within the Banda Oriental, as Uruguay was

known then.This weak colonial legacy fed into a prolonged state of postinde-

pendence armed partisan conflict, which endured into the early twentieth

century. ‘‘For most of the nineteenth century,’’ Panizza (1997: 671) wrote,

‘‘theUruguayan state showed itself unable tomaintain peace and order across

the national territory’’ (see also Chasteen 1995). This conflict and decentral-
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ization, it is argued, resulted in a divided and weakened economic elite largely

alienated and detached from partisan politics (Panizza 1997; López-Alves

1993; Rock and López-Alves 2000). Finally, in the early years of the twenti-

eth century, José Batlle’s presidencies saw the end of armed partisan conflict

as well as the modernization of the nation-state. This stands in contrast to

neighboring Argentina, where constitutional consolidation occurred earlier,

the oligarchy was better able to maintain its dominance, and reform projects

were more successfully undermined by conservative opposition than they

were across the river (see Rock 1975; Rock and López-Alves 2000; Romero

2002). ‘‘In Uruguay,’’ according to David Rock and Fernando López-Alves

(2000: 201), ‘‘the forces of conservatism and oligarchy proved much weaker

[than in Argentina], and Batlle refashioned the Colorado party into one of

the first urban populist movements in Latin America.’’

During the Batllista era, paternalism remained a central paradigm for

relations between social unequals. Indeed, one can see this notion refracted

through much of Batllista policy formulation and implementation.The ideo-

logical framework of Batllismo is best reflected in Batlle’s characterization of

himself and his party as ‘‘el escudo de los débiles’’ or ‘‘the shield of the weak’’:
the benevolent defender of women, children, and theworking class. A system

of theoretically universal care and social rights imposed largely from above,

the Uruguayan welfare state blurred the lines between public and private in

an attempt to forge a unified, peaceful, and ultimately paternalistic ‘‘national

family.’’ Batlle sought to use state intervention to provide minimum guar-

antees and protection to workers while curbing the appetites of the wealthy

classes and foreign investors, thus blunting the sharpest edges of social con-

flict. His vision was to forge a national culture whereby the strong would

feel an ethical obligation to help the weak and the weak would graciously

and respectfully accept that help, creating a harmonious community based

on public tranquility and social solidarity.

The keyword for Batllista social policy was compensation: the state was to
compensate for social and economic inequalities to promote social harmony

and order.The goal was a reordered secular paternalism, in which inequalities

would exist but not be exploited and in which the state would act as arbiter

and judge of relations between husband and wife, capital and labor, and mas-

ter and servant. Batllismo, in sum, was profoundly ambivalent about power

and inequality, speaking both the language of social justice and equality and

the language of paternalistic protection of the weak by the strong. Legisla-
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tion during this era greatly expanded women’s access to higher education

and challenged certain aspects of patriarchal privilege by making it easier for

women to sue for divorce than men and by allowing women and children to

claim a share of the estates of illegitimate fathers. But all of these laws were

cast in the tradition of compensation and protection, which had at its root

irremediable inequalities of sex and class. Indigent female clients of the state

were, as an example, considered fit for domestic service and little else. The

role of the state was to minimize abuse and exploitation, not to challenge the

inequalities that surrounded it.

Policy Implementation, ‘‘Ladies’
Committees,’’ and the Bonne Garde

Although the language of protection and compensation permeated Batllista

state making, nowhere was it more apparent than with the Asistencia Pública

Nacional (abbreviated here as APN), the national public assistance body

under which, between 1910 and 1932, most social assistance activity was

centralized. In 1910, the Uruguayan Public Assistance Law established the

notion of the right to universal care, declaring that ‘‘anyone . . . indigent

or lacking resources has the right to free assistance at the expense of the

state’’ (APN 1913: 7). Characterizing its project as ‘‘contrary to the principles

of Christian charity and also contrary to the teachings of the individualistic

schools’’ (i.e., classical liberalism), the APN defined the right to assistance

guaranteed in the 1910 law as ‘‘compensation for social injustices and a conse-
quence of the solidarity that exists between men’’ (APN 1911: 23; emphasis

added). Again, the idea was not to challenge paternalistic social relations or

social inequalities per se but rather to make that paternalism more rational,

disciplined, and accountable.

Yet in Batllista Uruguay there was a significant gap between reformers’

ideals and what was realizable within the given economic and social circum-

stances. Even in a country as small as Uruguay (approximately 1.25 million

inhabitants in 1912), the sweeping language of the Public Assistance Law

placed tremendous strains on the APN. The state never had the necessary

funds to implement an ambitious plan to assist ‘‘anyone indigent or lack-

ing resources’’ or satisfy the demands it created.The result—especially dur-

ing the early decades—was an incomplete process of secularization and a

public assistance sector that continued to rely heavily on private and reli-
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gious associations. Despite state regulations requiring that public subsidies

be restricted to nonreligious entities, the care of minor females, in particular,

remained in the hands of the Catholic Sisters of Charity (La verdad sobre el
Asilo del Buen Pastor 1929: 99). And by 1913 the APN directorate also had

begun to call on private initiative to attend to some of the surplus demand left

by an underfunded and overextended state structure. The APN encouraged

the formation of secular (or at least quasi-secular) comités de damas (ladies’
committees) to help with social assistance efforts and create a bridge between

public assistance and private philanthropy. ‘‘Protection’’ was thus provided

and administered by a variety of groups and institutions—public and private,

secular and religious—as the Uruguayan state sought to cobble together a

system of care and surveillance with limited economic means.

As with many other welfare states, therefore, the mixed approach of the

Batllista state was not always by design but rather the result of the interaction

of policy ideals with the social and economic realities on the ground (Fuchs

1984; Blum 1998; Rosemblatt 2000; Bernstein 2001). What is more distinc-

tive in the Uruguayan case is the fact that Batllista social policy prematurely

anticipated the existence of a supporting class structure from which a criti-

cal mass of public functionaries might emerge. This partnership among the

state, elite women, and the church was meant to be a temporary and transi-

tional solution, but the creation of the hoped-for cadre of middle-class female

health and social work professionals to replace elite women was not immedi-

ately forthcoming. The systematic training of social workers, for example,

did not get started until the late 1920s, and even then the program was slow

to expand (Bralich 1993). Only in the 1930s did it become possible to intro-

duce social workers into the public assistance infrastructure in any signifi-

cant numbers. A comparison with the Chilean case here is instructive. Latin

America’s first school of social work opened in Chile in 1925, meaning that

when substantive reform and state expansion began in the Popular Front era

of the 1930s and 1940s, a group of trained female ‘‘welfare professionals’’ was

already in existence (Escuela de Servicio Social de Santiago de Chile 1928).

Reformers in Uruguay in the 1910s and 1920s did not have the same social

resources, and the result was that nuns and elite women remained vital to

the provision of social assistance, for many a temporary, necessary evil to be

tolerated until adequate (secular, middle-class) replacements became avail-

able.The continued presence of elite women and nuns helped to preserve and

perpetuate the paternalistic character of social assistance in the Batllista era.
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As we will see, the entry of middle-class groups in significant numbers into

that bureaucracy corresponded with small, but significant, shifts in policy

and alterations in the paternalism of assistance arrangements.

It was in this context of limited financial and social (or class) resources

that a number of important secular elite women’s social assistance organi-

zations were founded between the years 1910 and 1915, most of them tar-

geting poor mothers and disadvantaged children. Organizations such as the

Pro-Matre Association, the Unión Jeanne D’Arc, and the Institute for the

Blind, among others, all emerged within a relatively short period of time. As

perhaps a further reflection of the weakened and fragmented nature of the

Uruguayan elite, these ladies’ committees were quite decentralized, splin-

tered into separate, single-issue organizations with specific goals and target

populations. There was no Uruguayan umbrella organization comparable in

strength or scope to the Argentine Beneficent Society (Sociedad de Bene-

ficencia), which oversaw and administered a broad spectrum of social assis-

tance and charity work from the early nineteenth century (Mead 2000; Guy

2000: 41).This gave Uruguayan state agencies more leverage over the ladies’

committees and their work, as groups were forced to competewith each other

for subsidies. The National Women’s Council of Uruguay, founded in 1916

as the nation’s first liberal feminist organization, was meant in part to serve

as an organization unifying many ladies’ committees, but in that respect the

council had only limited success.
1

One of the ladies’ committees to emerge during this era was the Aso-

ciación La Bonne Garde, founded in 1911 to assist unmarried pregnant juve-

niles whose families or guardians could not afford, or were unwilling, to take

care of them during their pregnancy and early stages of motherhood. In the

workings of the Bonne Garde and relations between its members, clients, and

state agencies one finds a good example of the modernization of paternalism

discussed above. Heading up the Bonne Garde were women from the most

distinguished families in Montevideo, many of whom had long monopolized

the dispensing of charity and beneficence.

Like other similar organizations, the Bonne Garde began as a private

endeavor, but within a few years it was brought into the state’s orbit. The

link primarily took the form of the subvención: long-standing and open-ended
subsidies of ostensibly private organizations. In 1915, the Bonne Garde began

receiving permanent subsidies from the state, and in 1916, the first young

women directly under state protection arrived at its doors. These young
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wards typically spent the remaining years until majority (their 21st birthdays)

in a variety of parastatal spaces which sought to protect them and their chil-

dren and oversee their development into productive and disciplined mem-

bers of society. By 1927, state subsidies constituted 80 to 90 percent of the

Bonne Garde’s budget. In contrast to its distinguished members, the Bonne

Garde’s official clients—those sent directly by state authorities—were typi-

cally young, poor servant women from the interior with limited education.

Many were at least second-generation domestic servants who had been incor-

porated into the ranks of these orphan-servant dependents by a private pater-

nalistic arrangement at a young age. This group was of particular interest to

the state because its members fit a profile identified as high risk for infan-

ticide, abortion, and child abandonment, which the APN was aggressively

trying to combat (see Ruggiero 1992a). At a broader level, such policies also

aimed at controlling both juvenile delinquency and subaltern female sexu-

ality, two sources of destabilizing disorder threatening the paternalistic order

(Chambers 1999: 197–99; Guy 2000: 108–21).

In Latin America, the tradition of well-to-do families assuming guard-

ianship over poor children—either through godparenting (compadrazgo) or
other personal ties—dates back to the colonial period (Kuznesof 1989; Twi-

nam 1999). These ‘‘adopted’’ children became part of the household, but

rarely as equals, and frequently served in the home as domestics (Blum 1998;

Graham 2003: 31; Chambers 1999: 197–99).While there were certainly cases

where these children were well cared for and even loved, within the con-

straints of social inequality, the paternalistic ideal of protection and obedience

did not always match reality. Adolescence and the transformation of a young

woman into a sexual being meant that the servant was now a real poten-

tial threat to the honor and reputation of her guardians’ household. For the

guardians, a pregnancy was a scandal, an economic burden, and a disruption

of the household. While in some cases initial contact with state authorities

came via concerned neighbors or, as we will see below, the servant woman

herself, by the late 1910s, these new structures were used primarily as a means

for guardian families to dispose of their problem by introducing her into the

juvenile legal system and transferring guardianship to the state.

While this newly constituted network of state-supported religious and

private secular organizations provided a solution for the guardian family, it

did not necessarilymeanmuch change or improvement for the youngwoman.

The first stop for many of these young pregnant servants—now wards of the
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state—was the Asilo del Buen Pastor (Good Shepherd Asylum), the prin-

cipal state-funded reformatory for delinquent and orphaned girls and one

of the few public assistance institutions where the church still maintained a

presence. A ‘‘religious establishment of a correctional nature’’ run by nuns,

the Buen Pastor would not house a ward in an advanced state of pregnancy,

seeing her as a ‘‘source of moral contamination’’ for other residents (Cámara

de Representantes 1920: 498–99).Visibly pregnant inmates were transferred

via state agencies to the Bonne Garde, which housed them immediately pre-

and postpartum. This reformulated continuity with past paternalistic tradi-

tion is perhaps best seen in the fate of many of these women after giving

birth, when the state, via the Bonne Garde, simply recycled them back into

much the same situations they had been in before, only now with a promise

of public oversight and protection they had not enjoyed previously. Beyond

safeguarding the lives of their infants, one of the goals of the statewas to reha-

bilitate young mothers into useful and compliant members of society. So in

addition to providing shelter, food, and protection to these women and their

babies, both child welfare services and the Bonne Garde itself placed these

women, with and without their children, with families that were to provide

them with both moral guidance and vocational training (see also Blum 1998;

Haslip-Viera 1999; Matos Rodríguez 1999).

Citizens could petition the state—and later the Bonne Garde directly—

for a muchacha to come live in their home as a domestic, paying her a small
salary and, supposedly, providing her with the good example she needed to

become an upstanding servant and mother. These young women, in other

words,went from being adopted servants under private guardianship to being

foster-servants under some ostensible form of state supervision. Guardian-

employer families had to agree to a long list of conditions, most emphasizing

the responsibility of the guardian to provide for the ‘‘moral, physical, and

intellectual education of theminor’’ and to exercise only the ‘‘necessary disci-

pline’’ over their charges, ‘‘without going so far as to deform [their] char-

acter’’ (CPDM 1923, folder 301:18). In reality, however, these arrangements

likely did little to lessen these women’s vulnerability to the very economic

and sexual exploitation that precipitated their arrival at the doors of the pub-

lic assistance. Indeed, it was this kind of work as a servant in a ‘‘respect-

able’’ household that had often given rise to the problem in the first place.

Lastly, while foster families could and did return these women whenever

they wanted, for the servant women, placement in these homes was invol-
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untary confinement, and running away could mean an arrest warrant and

imprisonment.

Bonne Garde clients occupied a somewhat ambiguous legal status—

alternately seen as abandoned children, juvenile delinquents, and indigent

single mothers.This becomes clearer when one considers other programs in

which state representatives placed women in private homes. Abandoned or

orphaned girls over the age of 10 who were housed in the state orphanage

were regularly placed in ‘‘respectable’’ homes in a kind of foster care arrange-

ment.While officially guardian families were not supposed to use these young

people as domestic servants, apparently it often occurred (Berro 1929). Yet

while the state looked unfavorably upon the practice of using orphans as

unpaid servants, this was not the case for Bonne Garde clients and inmates

over the age of 10 in the girls’ reformatory (Buen Pastor). Those who were

considered delinquents, it seems, were placed out with the explicit intention

that they labor as domestics in their guardians’ homes (Bauzá 1929; see also

Guy 2000: 108–21).
2
Yet many better-off Uruguayans continued to see poor

female youths living within their homes as a source of domestic labor, regard-

less of reformers’ intentions. Lastly, the fact that female wards or dependents

worked only as domestics, while the state provided orphaned and delinquent

boys with various forms of occupational training, suggests that at bottom

assumptions about poor women’s place in society had changed little.

During this transitional period, when state agencies were beginning to

intervene more actively in previously private guardianship arrangements,

certain ambiguities and misunderstandings were unavoidable. The case of

P. L. reflects this shift and some of the confusion surrounding it. P. L. was

born around 1910 in the interior department of Paysandú, a ‘‘natural’’ (ille-

gitimate) child whose father apparently died sometime in her youth.When

she was 10 years old, her mother hired her out to the H. family in Monte-

video. Six years later, P. L. was turned over to the state, pregnant and appar-

ently infected with a sexually transmitted disease. Shortly thereafter, she

was placed under official state custody, although her mother’s continued

rights were acknowledged.The lines of custodianship and obligation were not

entirely clear, it seems, because after P. L. gave birth, the H. family thought it

could simply reclaim her at any time, not understanding that it no longer had

guardianship over its former servant or her child. According to Kristin Rug-

giero (1992b) and others (Blum 1998; Guy 2000), older traditions of ‘‘deposit’’

were largely at the whim of the husband or father in question. G. H., the
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male head of the household, clearly believed he could take the young woman

back whenever he wanted. G. H. also still felt an obligation or a desire to

remain P. L.’s guardian and to have her and her daughter return to his home.

Apparently temporarily seized with guilt and obligation, hewrote to the state

agencies, requesting that P. L. and her baby be returned to his custody. He

claimed to be responding to the requests of both P. L. and her mother. ‘‘This

minor,’’ G. H. wrote, ‘‘has requested that I take her in again, now with her

child, since she has no parents or relatives in this city that could help her in

the way that her new situation as a mother requires’’ (CPDM 1927, folder

94:12). State officials were hesitant to return P. L. to the household, how-

ever, based on their understanding that the father of the child was a 19-year-

old employee of the H. family business. Though it was concluded that the

morality of the H. household ‘‘leaves much to be desired,’’ the request to

resume guardianship eventually was granted (ibid.: 15).

Yet G. H. clearly remained torn by the obligation he felt to protect his

dependent and his desire to be rid of her. After the petition was granted,

he delayed coming to retrieve P. L. and her child for several months, claim-

ing business obligations and other impediments. In the meantime, another

petitioner requested P. L.’s services. A widow living in outlying Villa Colón,

whose son was working in the hospital wheremother and child were interned,

wrote that she ‘‘urgently needs the services’’ of the juvenile (ibid.: 16). Seeing

his opportunity perhaps to free himself of any responsibility to P. L. and her

child, G. H. quickly withdrew his petition and surrendered his custodian-

ship. From this point, P. L.’s story was much the same as that of many other

young mothers in the juvenile system, consisting of a revolving door of short-

term placements in the homes of petitioners, who requested her services as a

servant then returned her to the Bonne Garde when those services were no

longer needed or desired. P. L. was clearly not the model servant—various

guardians criticized her ‘‘carelessness’’ and her tendency to ‘‘talk back.’’ She

spent the next two and a half years in and out of various homes and in the

Bonne Garde.

Bonne Garde Clients: Agency and Its Limits

In the same way that guardian families may have used new state infrastruc-

ture to unburden themselves of traditional obligations to pregnant servants,

poor women themselves sometimes did attempt to negotiate their new cir-
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cumstances to improve their situations. Traditional paternalistic relations

based on protection and obedience were rooted firmly in the inequality of

the parties involved, but they did not render the dependent party completely

powerless. Abuse was prevalent, but so were negotiations and various forms

of resistance, especially if the dependent party felt that the paternalistic pact

was being violated (Lavrin 1989; Stern 1995; Chambers 1999; Twinam 1999;

Chaves 2000). Thus, it should come as no surprise that these young women

might have sought to use the state as a source of leverage and support in their

negotiations with their protectors.

The case of L. F. is both typical of thewomen who became official Bonne

Garde clients and an exceptional example of those who attempted to use the

new system to their own ends. The illegitimate child of a servant mother,

L. F. was born around 1911 in the interior department of Soriano.When she

was about 10 years old, a family in Montevideo assumed guardianship and

incorporated her into their home as a servant. Six years later, at the age of 16,

a pregnant L. F. became a ward of the state and remained under public custo-

dianship until she reached legal majority five years later.Where her story dif-

fers from the norm is in the fact that it was L. F. herself who first involved the

state in her case. In 1927, L. F. went to juvenile authorities, claiming that her

guardians were not paying her for her work and were treating her badly.This

bad treatment was most associated with the fact that L. F. was not allowed to

see her daughter, P., who had been born the previous year and subsequently

placed in a public orphanage by her guardians. During the investigations, it

was revealed that L. F. was pregnant again, no doubt prompting the final con-

frontation within the family. L. F. reported that the father of both children

was her guardians’ son. Although he himself denied paternity, her guardians

agreed with L. F.’s claims that their son was the father of L. F.’s child(ren).

L. F. was transferred first to the Buen Pastor and later to the Bonne Garde.

The Bonne Garde tried unsuccessfully to refuse her, based partially on her

status as a ‘‘repeat offender.’’ L. F.’s second child became ill and died a few

months after birth. Yet even though it was her pregnancy, and impending

motherhood, that brought her under the state’s control, L. F. remained in

the juvenile system until reaching legal majority on her 21st birthday.

Like P. L., L. F. was hardly considered an ideal intern within the juvenile

system. Guardians and staff alike criticized her as overly sexual and lack-

ing the requisite shame that should have accompanied her ‘‘dishonorable’’

state. But L. F. nevertheless continued to try to negotiate her circumstances.
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Another unusual aspect of L. F.’s file is that it contains documents written

in her hand.The letters are crudely written and littered with errors, but the

fact that she possessed even limited literacy skills is significant, given that

many other Bonne Garde clients were listed as illiterate or nearly so. With

her second child dead and the Bonne Garde rather disinclined to house her,

by April 1928 L. F. was back in the Buen Pastor reformatory. In an attempt

once again to influence her destiny, L. F. wrote to a Señora C. S., whose prior

connection to L. F. is unclear: ‘‘I hope this letter finds you and your family

in good health. I want to say that I am crazy [with desire] to leave here with

you. I am in the Buen Pastor asylum, and although I have made my mistakes

I think they will forgive me and now I am being good.The only thing I ask is

that you get me out of here’’ (CPDM 1927, folder 95:20).The letter seems to

have brought the desired results, since L. F. spent the next two years living

with and working for C. S.’s family. L. F. seems to have had less success in her

attempts to have contact with her daughter, however. In mid-1930 she for-

mally requested permission to visit her child, who had just turned four. In the

same crude but confident hand, she wrote simply, ‘‘I wish to see my daugh-

ter P . . . who is in the Larrañaga asylum’’ (ibid.: 26). The records suggest

that contact with her daughter was wielded as an incentive for good behavior

on L. F.’s part and that she was allowed only limited contact with P.While

L. F. may have sought assistance from the state both to detach herself from

her guardian family and to regain contact with her daughter, it seems clear

that she only achieved the former, and with mixed results.

L. F.’s agency under these circumstances was surely unusual, but other

examples of individual and collective resistance do appear in case files and

other sources.While some wards reportedly feigned illness or simply refused

to work in order to convince guardians to return them to the Buen Pas-

tor or the Bonne Garde, running away also appears to have been a common

response. Somewere able to use running away as an opportunity to renegoti-

ate their circumstances.The case of E. A. is illustrative. An 18-year-old from

the interior city of Paysandú and one of six children of a mother who was

also a servant, E. A. was described as short, dark-skinned, and intelligent but

barely literate. In mid-1923, a man said to have raised her from the age of four

turned E. A. over to the Bonne Garde, and shortly thereafter she became the

official responsibility of the state. After giving birth to a son, E. A. was placed

in the home of Señora C. de L. on the edges of the exclusive Prado neigh-

borhood. In April 1924, after returning to the Bonne Garde to have some
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dental work done, E. A. ran away from her employer-guardian, and two days

later a warrant was issued for her arrest. Two weeks later, the Bonne Garde

received a letter from E. A.’s new protector-employer, A. G., asking that the

warrant that had been issued for her arrest be rescinded, given that ‘‘her only

crime, (if we must call it that) is that of being a mother’’ (CPDM 1923, folder

301:14). A representative from the state agency then interviewed A. G. and

his wife and recommended that E. A. be allowed to stay with this family. As

a result, the warrant for E. A.’s arrest was dropped, although her son was

placed in the main state orphanage (Larrañaga). E. A. stayed with A. G.’s

family, so it appears, until at least August 1925, when she turned 21. E. A.’s

new employer-guardian was a well-educated and articulate public accoun-

tant. It seems to have been his intervention on her behalf, and his willing-

ness to be her legal guardian for the short time remaining until she reached

majority, that enabled E. A. to detach herself from the juvenile legal system.

To get out from under the state’s juvenile protection/detention system,

in other words, it was imperative for these women to secure an alternate

guardian/patron. Under certain circumstances, that new guardian could be

a husband. Young women, but not young men, occasionally were allowed to

marry out of the juvenile system. Yet all marriage petitions were subject to

review and could be turned down if the petitioner was not deemed morally

worthy or if the marriage proposal was judged insincere. In 1917, for example,

J. I. was given permission to marry her boyfriend, of unknown age, when she

was 17 years old (CPDM 1916, folder 410:1–2, 18). Yet in 1924, M.V.’s mar-

riage petition by a newspaper vendor ‘‘of color’’ was rejected after the state

concluded that the proposed marriage was likely a sham (ibid. 1923, folder

334:22). These women were, of course, minors and thus legally required

some sort of guardian or protector, but the private nature of rehabilitation

and the correspondingly blurred lines between foster care and domestic servi-

tude, guardianship and marriage, and sexuality and criminality distinguish

juvenile female wards from their male counterparts.

Professionalization and the Middle
Sectors in the Late 1920s

The period 1928–32 in Uruguay is known generally as the era of the so-called

‘‘second reformist impulse,’’ as the progressive wings of both of the main
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political parties attempted to take advantage of the economic crisis to fur-

ther the statist project and strengthen reformism. During this time a national

meatpacking plant and a state oil and alcohol monopoly were created, and

women’s suffragewas passed in late 1932. A similar ‘‘impulse’’ is visible in the

social assistance arena as well.The development of the Batllista state and the

expanding numerical and political presence of the middle sectors resulted in

a more professionalized and bureaucratized social assistance network. This

network intervened more directly in elite women’s social assistance groups

and eventually marginalized these women from the project altogether. After

1929 especially, the APN and other bodies found themselves in a situation of

shrinking resources and political support as well as increasing demand.This

led naturally to calls for greater efficiency in the provision of social assis-

tance. By the late 1920s, the middle classes had grown to sufficient size—

and, in the years of the Depression, of sufficient economic need—that it had

become possible to staff state-funded institutions with those middle-class

female functionaries, a result that had been desired since the 1910s. Trained

social workers began to appear on the scene, gradually displacing elitewomen

as the principal liaisons between the state and its wards.

Comparing earlier and later files (cases opened in 1916, 1919, and 1923

versus those opened in 1927) and other supporting materials reveals three

important changes in the treatment and placement of poor young women.

These changes suggest a growing middle-class hegemony and a new femi-

nist discourse in social assistance theory and practice as well as a significant

shift and decline in the paternalism of the earlier era. The first change was

that, by the late 1920s, both the ideology and the methodology of social work

had started to permeate the practice of social assistance; 1927 files contain

documents penned by so-called inspectoras as well as more and longer reports
on visits to the homes in which wards had been placed.What is particularly

noteworthy is the fact that later reports place more emphasis on the opinions

and desires of the ward herself. Earlier reports speak about the minor and

her fate while seeming to disregard her wishes. She is only spoken about,

never spoken to. In contrast, in later reports, all relevant parties were inter-

viewed, and some emphasis was placed on whether the young women were

happy in their arrangements. How much weight these opinions carried is,

of course, another question, and we should be suspicious of the number of

young women who reported being ‘‘very content’’ with their guardians. Even
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reports filed by Bonne Garde officials start to take on the appearance of the

inspectora’s report, indicating the degree to which these new methods had

become dominant.

Second, connected to this new regard for the wishes and opinions of the

young woman, one does start to see some attention being paid to the pater-

nity of the children in question, as seen in L. F.’s case above. Attempts clearly

were made to separate the young woman from the father of her child unless

there was a manifest desire for marriage, which was usually not the case.

Earlier records seem to presume the servant girl, rather than her guardians’

household, was immoral. In the earlier model, the elite or bourgeois house-

hold was private and untouchable. Later methods suggest that those barriers

had been permeated partially by the state, and officials could nowmore easily

label affluent households as ‘‘immoral’’ or ‘‘undesirable.’’ At the same time,

the youngmother still bore the bulk of the burden and responsibility. Shewas

the one labeled as a delinquent and a social problem; the father was merely

identified as a potential source of her downfall.

This growing willingness to critique the moral character of the house-

hold may have been connected to a third change, namely an apparent shift in

the class politics of placement and a growing preference for placing women in

middle-class homes with few or no other servants. Early Bonne Garde place-

ments had beenwith well-known families occupying the same social circles as

the organization’s elite leadership. J. I., for example, was placed for a time in

the home of Pablo de María, a well-known (and well-off) politician reformer

whose wife, Bernardina Muñoz, was an important player in elite women’s

social assistance circles (CPDM 1916, folder 410:1). The novelty of this pro-

gram seems to have worn off, however, and after a few years, one no longer

sees recognizable names among the list of guardian families. But what might

be construed as declining interest for the project among the elites can also

be read as an affirmative policy of placing women in more modest homes. By

the late 1920s, reports describe guardians’ homes as much more humble, and

petitioners requesting participation in the program more frequently cite the

fact that they ‘‘do not have any household help’’ as a reason that their request

should be granted (CPDM 1927, folder 94:33). Certainly the policy had real

benefits for middle-class professionals, given that these young women were

generally less expensive than the average servant and could be construed as

a form of state-subsidized domestic help. In 1929, an APN board member

lamented the fact that Bonne Garde clients were often ‘‘taken by families
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who in the majority of cases are only concerned with getting a servant in an

even worse situation than the rest’’(APN 1929a: 104). But the petitions also

suggest that middle-class families with few servants increasingly were seen

as healthier placement environments than the homes of the more well-to-do

(see Young 1987: 368–69).

It was also during this time that a new round of laws and procedural

changes was instituted to further professionalize the social assistance sector.

New legislation limiting parental rights and making it easier for foster fami-

lies to adopt abandoned children were accompanied bymore serious attempts

to crack down on the use of foster children as unpaid domestic labor. And in

1928, new procedures were adopted that were meant to improve the educa-

tion of minor wards and to make it easier for ‘‘modest and honorable fami-

lies’’ to take in these youths. Foster families now were provided with a small

monthly stipend in exchange for the minor’s regular school attendance and

were monitored to insure compliance with new stricter rules prohibiting the

use of minor wards as domestic servants (El Día 1928).
This shift toward an increased middle-class presence, both in the form

of social workers and in the class backgrounds of placement households,

coincided with growing public criticism of the presence of nuns and elite

women in social assistance activity. With that came new discourses about

social hierarchy and equality and a weakening of the paternalistic model

that had been in operation up to that point. Thus, by the late 1920s, minor

female wards had another source of ‘‘protection’’ among politicians and other

reformers who were looking to professionalize the social assistance sector.

The Sisters of Charity, who ran the Buen Pastor, were attacked publicly

on a number of occasions by reformers and journalists scandalized by the

continued presence of nuns in state-supported institutions. In both cases,

reformers sought to replace them with middle-class ‘‘welfare professionals’’

and other salaried female staff, counting especially on graduates of the new

school of social work, which finally opened in 1927 (Bralich 1993).

This campaign against the nuns running the Buen Pastor became quite

public and quite political. In 1928–29 especially, newspapers and parlia-

mentary debates were replete with salacious stories about the sexual abuse

of minor female wards by lascivious guardians and fears that these young

women, improperly tested and treated for diseases such as syphilis and tuber-

culosis, were a source of contagion for both fellow inmates and ‘‘honorable’’

guardian families. The testimony of young female interns was crucial to this
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campaign. Some appear to have taken advantage of a moment when people

in positions of authority actually were willing to listen to their stories. In

1928, the protest of two Buen Pastor inmates, who, ‘‘tired of enduring pun-

ishments . . . broke doors and windows’’ in the asylum, was widely reported

(La verdad sobre el Asilo del Buen Pastor 1929: 82). These two women were
interviewed subsequently by a journalist at the paper El Ideal (the articles
were reprinted in the Batllista paper El Día) and were quoted extensively,
mostly discussing physical and emotional abuse they and other inmates suf-

fered inside the Buen Pastor’s walls. ‘‘If I wasn’t beaten it was because I never

let them beat me,’’ defiantly exclaimed M. Z., one of the young protesters.

‘‘But they [the nuns] do beat the girls . . . you bet they do!’’ (Iturbide 1928b).

In its week-long series of articles on conditions at the Buen Pastor that this

incident inspired, the author of the El Día articles, Julio Iturbide, argued that
the state was neglecting its obligation to these young women by placing them

in a ‘‘Catholic jail’’ and denounced a system where poor women were taught

to do nothing more than ‘‘wash and iron.’’ In the asylum, the author argued,

these young women were no better than slaves, ‘‘and when they get out, they

continue to be slaves, and must suffer their inferior state’’ (Iturbide 1928c).

And in perhaps his clearest challenge to the paternalistic order undergirding

the juvenile justice system, the author asserted: ‘‘We believe that all beings

are capable of rehabilitation and social improvement . . . there are no social

classes in society’’ (Iturbide 1928a).Thus, we see evidence of a new discourse,

one based on social integration rather than ‘‘protection and obedience’’ (see

Blum 1998 on the Mexican case).

The elite women of the Bonne Garde were not targeted publicly in the

same way as nuns at the Buen Pastor, but tensions between the Bonne Garde

leadership and the APN were also on the rise by the late 1920s. Some APN

criticisms of the Bonne Garde were aired in the local press. In a January 1929

interview, an APNmember lamented the fact that, once a Bonne Garde ward

has given birth, ‘‘her situation goes from bad to worse. . . . the girl goes from

house to house, at the whim of destiny, until in many cases she gets pregnant

again, while her child has either been sent to the orphanage or has died’’ (El
Día 1929). Once again, it appears that wards themselves may have played a
role in fueling this conflict or at least that their complaints were being heard

and used by reformers in new ways. In 1927, the Bonne Garde officially com-

plained to high-ranking state officials about the unwarranted intervention

of the Council for the Protection of Delinquents and Minors in the orga-
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nization’s affairs and the excessive number of young women being sent to

its institution. It seems that one of the key incidents that set off this con-

frontation was the agency’s investigation into protests by a group of Bonne

Garde interns against what it alleged was poor treatment at the hands of

Bonne Garde staff, especially the director. These accusations, in turn, led

to countercharges by the Bonne Garde that the accusers were engaged in a

plot to poison the same staff member (CPDM 1927, folder 88:1–5). Disputes

over BonneGarde autonomy versus state oversight continued, and soonAPN

reformers were calling for the replacement of the ‘‘ladies’’ with professionally

trained staff or at least paid public functionaries. In 1929, APN member José

Arias stated, ‘‘I have seen how these Ladies’ Commissions, even while they

have all the good will in theworld, lack the technical expertise and the result-

ing responsibility, that is fundamental for the Direction of an establishment

such as this’’ (APN 1929b: 757).

This same language stressing ‘‘technical expertise’’ is found in discus-

sions of social work training and the image of the ideal social worker. Unlike

the ‘‘ladies,’’ this new social worker was a young woman possessing both

‘‘infinite goodness’’ and the proper ‘‘scientific preparation,’’ the personifica-

tion of the idealized welfare state (Bauzá 1928). It was this gendered combi-

nation of a feminine heart and masculine training which allowed these young

women to properly advise, supervise, correct, and nurture poor women and

their children. Their class status made them more apt vessels for state ide-

ologies, and more cooperative state agents, than elite women or nuns. This

new generation of young women, like their more elite foremothers, became

players in state paternalism but in such a way that the state itself seems to

have gained more power.

Along with young middle- and working-class women training to be

nurses and social workers, the late 1920s and early 1930s also saw the first gen-

eration of female professionals making their presence felt within state com-

missions and among the circle of social reformers. Many of these women—

physicians, lawyers, educators, and psychologists—were involved in early

liberal feminist movements and were somewhat more attuned to gender bias

and stereotypes embedded in social assistance policy, even if their outlook

remained profoundly shaped by their class positions. In July 1929, Sara Rey

Álvarez, a child psychologist and longtime liberal feminist activist, became

the first woman named to the board of the Council for the Protection of

Delinquents and Minors in Uruguay. Álvarez had been an outspoken critic
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of the treatment of juveniles—especially minor females—in the state’s cus-

tody. Once named to her official post, she sought to broaden the vocational

training of young female wards beyond domestic service, at least to include

preparation for factory work (La verdad sobre el Asilo del Buen Pastor 1929:
87–96; Pinto 1929).While dependence on the factory owner or manager may

have represented little improvement over dependence on a master or house-

hold head, it arguably offered women greater autonomy and mobility, and

potentially greater remuneration, than domestic service (Stansell 1987: 155;

Farnsworth-Alvear 2000: 67–68). In directly challenging the idea that domes-

tic servitude and private oversight was the best guarantee of a young woman’s

well-being and in indirectly challenging the family wage model, this pro-

posal also represented a break with the old paternalism.This is perhaps best

seen in the conservative Catholic response to Álvarez’s proposal that juve-

nile wards be trained as factory workers rather than servants: ‘‘The doctor

forgets, or does not know that . . . women’s entry into the factory, the work-

shop and many liberal professions is what has led to the opening of so many
brothels’’ (La verdad sobre el Asilo del Buen Pastor 1929: 92). Both sides in this
debate used the specter of young women’s sexual dishonor, and the need to

shield them from sexual vulnerability, as a key part of their vision of social

assistance.The Catholic defense of the older paternalism saw women as safer

in the private homes of ‘‘good families’’ and the public world of the factory

as one step along the path to the most public symbol of sexual degradation:

the brothel. For middle-class reformers like Álvarez, the factory was safer in

part because it offered more potential autonomy.They saw the private home

and individual servitude as a greater threat to a young woman’s sexual honor

than the public space of the factory.

Conclusion

Studies of Latin American welfare states necessarily complicate compara-

tive work on gender and state formation, which has thus far largely focused

on Europe, the United States, and to a lesser extent, Australasia (Bock and

Thane 1991; Klaus 1993; Koven and Michel 1993; Pedersen 1993; O’Connor

et al. 1999; for comparative literature on Latin America see Molyneux 2000;

Caulfield 2001; Hutchison 2003). Seth Koven and Sonya Michel (1993: 24),

for example, have suggested a relationship where ‘‘the strength and range
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of women’s private sector welfare activities often varied inversely with the

strength of the state.’’ Others have critiqued this model as too simplistic

(Skocpol 1992), and the Uruguayan case exemplifies this, especially for non-

European states. Unlike some of the ‘‘strong’’ European states such as Ger-

many and, to a lesser extent, France, Uruguay did not possess a vital civil

society and/or a well-established bureaucracy by the early twentieth century.

But unlike some of the ‘‘weak’’ states such as the United States and, to a

lesser extent, Britain, the Batllista state aspired to universal protections and,

ultimately, to the creation of a centralized state providing universal or near-

universal social assistance to those in need.With a centralized apparatus and

an active core of state-centered reformers, political and economic constraints

compelled a more pluralistic solution that in turn gave individual women

reformers and women’s associations influence and power in the implemen-

tation, if not in the formulation, of social assistance policy. One could argue,

at the risk of oversimplifying, that what we see in the Uruguayan case is

a partially successful attempt to implement a European welfare state in an

exaggeratedly American (i.e., frontier) setting—a part of the Americas with

a particularly weak colonial and policy legacy that meant that twentieth-

century reformers were, in many ways, starting from scratch (see also Mead

2000: 139).

What we see in the Uruguayan case is thus no clear or direct supplant-

ing of old paternalistic structures by a secular social assistance state but

rather a complicated combination of old and new, involving private house-

holds, church institutions, state-subsidized ladies’ committees, and state

agencies themselves. These types of mixed arrangements were neither new

nor unusual, it seems, in Latin America. In her study of theMexico City poor

house, Silvia Arrom (2000) describes a similarly complicated arrangement

that relied on public, private, and ecclesiastical funds and institutions for its

functioning. Similar policies of publicly subsidizing women’s private chari-

table associations occurred in Brazil and Argentina during the early to mid–

twentieth century as well (Di Liscia and Maristany 1997; Levine 1998: 118).

Although much more research in this area is needed, what distinguishes the

Uruguayan case, it seems,were the sweeping nature and early date of reforms,

the comparatively low level of cooperation between the state and the Catholic

Church, and what appears to be the strong dependence of ladies’ committees

on public subsidies. All of these circumstances, I argue, speak to Uruguay’s
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particular conditions of ‘‘late institutionalization and early modernization,’’

in which a precocious and ambitious welfare state was constructed atop a

relatively weak civil society.

In Uruguay, the years from 1910 to 1930 represented an interim stage

in the construction of a system of public social assistance, one in which old

assumptions about relations between social unequals remained strong and

traditional charity-dispensing bodies and institutions retained a prominent

place alongside the Batllista state.The weakness of the country’s elites facili-

tated the rise of Batllismo, but the weakness of the middle classes made it

difficult to carry through and implement aspects of social assistance reform.

A lack of financial resources, weak institutions, and the fact that Uruguayan

welfare state formation predated the effective emergence of civil society

facilitated the emergence of Batllismo and circumscribed its implementation

and success. The only feasible way to implement ambitious reforms was by

tapping into the main sources of traditional charitable activity—elite women

and the church, despite the perceived undesirability of such a move on the

part of many reformers.The result, especially during the years 1910–30,was a

mixed structure, based on what were seen as necessary temporary measures.

In general, what we witness in this material is the breakdown of older

paternalistic traditions of guardianship and their reconfiguration into more

modern placements administered by state agencies in partnership with pri-

vate social assistance organizations—in other words, the bureaucratization

of guardianship. But while the mechanisms surrounding guardianship may

have changed, the practical realities for the young women in question did

not look so different. Amodified paternalistic model for interactions between

unequals persisted, only now with the state as the arbiter of those relation-

ships. In their study of patriarchy and state formation, Eileen Boris and

Peter Bardaglio (1983) present the concept of the ‘‘state as father.’’ I pro-

pose thinking about the related, yet conceptually distinct, notion of the ‘‘state

as church’’ as a way to think about the modernization of paternalism that

occurred in Uruguay and elsewhere in Latin America. Alfred Stepan (1978)

has written insightfully about the Catholic Church as a model for secular

state formation in Latin America, a concept that I find helpful in understand-

ing Batllismo as a ‘‘social regulation paradigm.’’ Examinations of the way

Catholic paradigms and ‘‘signs’’ (Adams and Padamsee 2001) were appro-

priated by ostensibly secular twentieth-century Latin American states and

mobilized to shape modern paternalistic models and relations based on ‘‘pro-
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tection and obedience’’ could be an important basis for a comparative study

of gendered state formations in Latin America.

The young wards of the Bonne Garde and the Buen Pastor serve as

representations of what changed and what did not change during the early

years of the Uruguayan welfare state. The National Public Assistance, like

the Batllista state itself, worked to preserve as much class and gender privi-

lege as it sought to undermine. Poor girls and women, as before, were defined

as destined for domestic servitude and continued to labor in the homes of

others, existing in an ambiguous state somewhere between family member,

charity case, and servant. This ambiguity was paralleled by their legal situa-

tion,which was somewhere between orphan and juvenile delinquent.That no

effort was made to train these young women for anything other than domes-

tic work, at least until the late 1920s, and that nothing was done to hold the

biological fathers accountable underscores the unwillingness or inability of

reformers to touch the bedrock of class and gender privilege in Uruguayan

society. Underlying all of this was a fear of uncontrolled subaltern female

sexuality. The unwed, pregnant, juvenile servant-dependant was a potent

symbol, embodying defiance of paternalistic authority, immorality, sexual

deviance, and dishonor. In the project of ‘‘disciplining’’ Uruguayan society

described by José Pedro Barrán (1991–92), this was a dangerous source of

‘‘barbaric’’ disorder that had to be brought under control.

Yet pointing out theways that Batllista welfare state formation reinforced

or reformulated certain aspects of paternalism with regard to poor women

is not to say that nothing changed. As Julia Adams and Tasleem Padamsee

(2001: 16) observe, ‘‘it is conceptually and politically worthwhile to be able to

distinguish welfare policies that impugn people’s humanity while still deliv-

ering benefits to them from welfare policies that simply cut people off from

sources of state support.’’ For all its paternalism, the Batllista state did com-

mit itself to universal social assistance. By defining state assistance as a right,

albeit one based on inherent helplessness or inferiority, the Uruguayan state

helped forge a broader notion of citizenship, even before the 1916 implemen-

tation of universal male suffrage and women’s suffrage in 1932. In these files,

finally, we do see women speaking and acting in their own defense, seeking

to control their lives and minimize abuse and exploitation.These women, in

other words, were not always the humble, grateful recipients of protection

and charity, raising important questions as to how Batllista Uruguay would

deal with its most wayward daughters.
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Notes

Earlier versions of this essay were presented at the Social Science History Association

annual conference in St. Louis, Missouri, in October 2002 and at the American Histori-

cal Association annual conference in Chicago in January 2003. Many thanks to Manali

Desai, Karen Christopher, Dolores Trevizo, Eileen Boris, and the anonymous reviewers

and editors of Social Science History for their helpful comments and suggestions.
1 The National Women’s Council of Uruguay (Consejo Nacional de Mujeres del

Uruguay or Conamu) was founded in 1916 under the leadership of Paulina Luisi,

Uruguay’s first female physician. Despite the prominence of female professionals, in

the early years of the organization—from roughly 1916 to 1920—therewas an impor-

tant component of upper-class reformers within the group’s membership. In fact,

the original and complete name of the organization was the Federación de Socie-

dades Femeninas, Consejo Nacional de Mujeres del Uruguay (Federation of Femi-

nine Societies, National Women’s Council of Uruguay). One of Conamu’s goals in

these early years, in other words, was to serve as an umbrella organization for the

social assistance organizations of elite women, testimony to the connection between

women’s social assistance, Batllista state formation, and liberal feminism in its early

years. Educated professional women like Luisi were often of more middle-class ori-

gins and held views on politics and the state that were often quite different from

those of the ‘‘ladies’’ of the social assistance set.Within a few years, many of those

elite women had left the organization, and liberal feminism shifted gradually into

more middle-class territory.

2 This program of domestic service placement later expanded to include adult mothers

as well. In 1927 the Council for the Protection of Delinquents and Minors began

placing poor unmarried adult mothers with their children as domestics in private

homes as an alternative to the mother abandoning the child to the state.
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